
Enado TM was born out of a desire to bring the highest quality, cutting edge technology to our customers 
homes around the globe. 

Our award winning entertainment solutions enhance your home movie, music & television experience in 
unbelievable quality through an interface that is simple enough for the whole family to enjoy... without 
limitation.

Don’t just live life... 
Control it

enado. just works



KITCHEN

OUTDOORS

LIVING ROOM

BEDROOM

Enjoy your favourite music, HD movies, TV 
& sport in any room, at any time

Multiroom
ENTERTAINMENT

Music, movies, TV & radio are part of the 

fabric of life at home, you can enjoy a 

seamless identical entertainment experience 

in any room you choose. 

Listen, watch and enjoy all your favourite 

content wherever you are in your home, all at 

the press of a button.



Select and enjoy your choice of content and 

devices, from the palm of your hand. 

Each room can be seamlessly and discretely 

enabled with video, sound, internet and 

control throughout your home, new or existing, 

apartment or estate. 

TECHNOLOGY
unobtrusive

Multi-room music in breathtaking fidelity.3

Beyond HD video on any display, in any room. 1

Elegant, advanced multi-platform control of every room.2
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Elegant
CONTROL

Your window to your automated home is 

the Enado home control system, bringing the 

world of control to your fingertips. Enado 

replaces the frustrations of multiple remote 

controls with an elegant, intuitive touch screen 

interface that you can access from any 

Internet-enabled device from anywhere in the 

world. 

Almost any device can be turned into a 

controller with the interface customised to suit 

the décor of your home, whatever your style.



unrestricted
COMPATIBILITY
The Enado home control system works 

seamlessly with any operating system, Internet 

browser on any device, from Apple to Android to 

Windows it will just work. 

Like an app, but not an app, with no downloads 

or constant updates. Without an installer 

callout or licence fee, you can get a new phone 

or tablet set up in seconds.

Peace of mind
HOME OR AWAY

Enado offers an optional, streamed live video 

preview. Great for making sure 

you are recording that all important game or 

episode whilst working late at the office or 

just checking up on what the kids are watching 

upstairs.

For the ultimate peace of mind, remote access 

to CCTV cameras provides you with the 

ultimate feeling of security and peace of mind  

- no matter where you are.
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imagine
FULL HOME 
AUTOMATION
With the proper infrastructure, Enado can 

integrate with other home automation, security 

and lighting systems to enhance and simplify 

your home entertainment experience.

At the touch a button, create the perfect 

ambience for every occasion—the automated 

blinds go down, lights dim and music turns on 

at the press of a button.

Incorporated into any home at any time, from 

initial installation or as a future upgrade.

Perfect quality multi-room audio without large 
speakers.
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3 Beyond HD - Unsurpassed 4K video throughout 
your home.

1 Integrated, motorised window treatments manage 
sunlight and temperature.

Create lighting scenes for the whole home, indoors 
and out.
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imagine
THE POSSIBILITIES...
Where to buy Enado.

Only Certified installers are allowed to sell, 

install and maintain Enado. With the 

necessary skills, technical know-how and 

special equipment, they guarantee the quality 

of each and every part of your home system, 

not to mention its reliability over time.

Find your local distributor at 

Enado.com




